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 The soul behind the inspiration, Mr  Manzoor a pass out from Sir J.J 

school of art (mumbai ) in the year 1958, has been responsible for 

creating stunning  set designs as an  Art Director  in 150 major movies 

in india and went on to win the coveted national award  for the best Art 

Director in the movie Umrao Jaan . Today his legacy is being carried on 

by his son  Sohail Manzoor who looks after the Creativity ,Production , 

Marketing and Sales of  Manzoor Design House with 10000 designs .
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 One of the innovators in the world who converted art work into utilities and 
brought beautiful designs and pieces of exquisite art to the drawing rooms of the 
aesthetically motivated people of india, Mr. Manzoor  started using marble dust 
in combination with designer resin to mould creativity into shape. 
A product with the unique quality of being unbreakable and carrying with it a 
life time guarantee for any sort of inherent manufacturing defects, the richness 
of the designs and  the exquisite craftsmanship has to be seen to be believed. The 
workshop of  Manzoor  Design House  create - elevation designs, dinning ,coffee 
& side table bases , urns/pots , planters, Indoor  & outdoor statues, water 
bodies, pillars , wall murals  And made to order designs  for  architects , interior 
designers  and  landscape designers . We also undertake concept/theme 
designing  contracts  e.g water bodies , cave rooms, rock gardens, cave 
restaurants etc and the list seems to be never ending .These products are fire 
retarded and fully washable and inherently carry the quality of not collecting 
dust even over a long period of time.
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 There are various textured effects which can be designed on our product 
example …. wooden effect , raw metal effect , stone effect , rock effect , 
etc and various colour effects  can be higlighted to the product example  
a  plain  surfaced artefact  can be given  different  effect  like  wooden , 
metal , stone and rock  etc.

 We only use branded Frp raw materials  for our  workmanship e.g  Jindal  
& Ashland and  Binani etc ….

 Colour effects we use famous branded  Colour companies  like  Asian , 
Deco and  Camel . We use high graded powder colours  for colour 
scheme effects for perfection .

 We have highly skilled craftmen team for every  activty  e.g  plywood  
farma making ,clay design making , waist mould making , casting , 
finishing , final mould making in f.r.p  or  rubber  , spray painting , putty 
application , sanding to perfection , shade highlighting ,texturing , 
melamine  and p.u application .Its our honest endeavor to make you 
have a feel of our Artifacts which are as follows …. 4
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 CAVE LOUNGES.

 CAVE RESTAURANTS.

 ROCKSCAPE DESIGNS .

 CAVE ROOMS.

 ROCKSCAPE WATERBODIES.

 JUNGLE COTTAGE THEME.

 ROCKCAPE GARDENS.

 MODERN COTTAGES.

 MUD COTTAGES.

 LOG WOOD COTTAGES.

 MUSHROOM COTTAGES.

 RAWWOOD COTTAGES.

 PALACIAL COTTAGES.

 DESIGNING.

 SPACE PLANNING.

 EXECUTION WORKS.

 MARRIAGE GARDENS.

 RESORTS.

 BANQUET HALL. 

 STONE CAMPFIRE .

 ROYAL ENGLISH COTTAGES.

 MAHARAJA COTTAGES.

 MARRIAGE GARDEN ORNAMENTS.

 INTERIOR DESIGNERS WORK.

 ARCHITECTS DESIGN WORK.

 LANDSCAPE DESIGNERS WORK.
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Note – Works Related to Only FRP are Water Proof and Fire Retarded.   



 The Pioneers In India In The Field Of Artifacts And Interior Accessories,            

Manzoor Design House Have Come A Long Way In The Last 40 Years. From A Small 

Studio In The Frantically Chaotic Andheri Locality Of Mumbai To Supply In Major Cities 

Of India, They Have Continued To Define And Redefine Interiors And Facades Of 

Residences And Work Places Of  Well Known Personalities Of Our Nation .

T H E  S T O R E
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Manzoor design house has continued to cater to the aesthetic and creative

needs of high profile architects, builders ,interior designers,

landscape designers ,

industrialists and movie stars. 

The star studded client base of Manzoor Design House include:

hafiz contractor                rkdf group                        silver spring            la décor

zareen khan                       peoples group                   reliable group        manoj choubey

neetu kohli                         sanjay mehta                      mukesh javeri       hussain (shelter)

mahesh punjabi                 arun sehlot                        kasam ali khan     shrishti cbd

narangs                                 jusab memon                    vikram kalludi       gammon   india         

ahmed mills                        sikandar  hafeez khan    r.n.a builders          sheesham interior        

dharmendra                        vishal  marwah                  johnny walker       shehwar malik

rati agnihotri                      abdul tahir                           ashish grover       ramesh shah                  

Along with this, Manzoor Design House have also created artifacts for the 

known builders of Mumbai . The list doesn’t end here and the studio has a 

major client base among the architects, builders and designers of Hyderabad, 

Delhi, Bhopal ,Indore and pune.
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Manzoor design house has continued to produce and has been able to 
sustain and enrich the creative genius of its founder. With around 
10000 designs to offer to its customers , we have the largest collection 
and range of artifacts and interior accessories in India. They aspire to 
further this growth by establishing workshops and studios in 
Hyderabad, Bangalore and Pune and continue to spread their creativity 
and make their presence felt in their existing bases.
With the motto of bringing art and beauty in the life of one and all, 
Manzoor design house will continue to make its presence felt
thorough subtle designs  and beautiful objectives of desire.
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GOOGLE MAP ADDRESS

Manzoor design house

Airport road ,plot no 36

Data colony bhopal-462031

(Madhya Pradesh) india.

Contact – 9993335787 

9752595787 

Landline -0755 4919994

Web- www.manzoordesignhouse.com
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IT`S  AN  HONOUR

THANK  YOU

HAVE  A  NICE  DAY
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